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( $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ ) . $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ [G1], [G2], [BEG], [HKN], [H]
. [BEG] $n$ $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ ,
. [H]
. [HK] .
$n=2$ , 3 , $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$
([G1], [HKN]) – $([\mathrm{H}])$ . Section
1 6 $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ .
6 $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ . Section 2 $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$
[BEG] .
2 $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ invariants
$M$ $\mathrm{C}^{2}$ . $M$ $P$ $P$
$(z_{1,2}Z),$ $z_{2}=u+iv$ , $M$ $p=(0,0)$
(1)
$\rho(z_{1}, Z_{2})=2u-|Z1|2-\sum_{p,q\geq 2,\iota\geq 0}A_{p\overline{q}1}^{lpq}Z_{1^{\overline{Z}}}v=0\downarrow$
,
. ( ) $N(A)$
$\langle$ . $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ $A_{p\overline{q}}^{l}$ . .
. $w\in \mathrm{N}$ $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ $A=(A_{p\overline{q}}l)$ $P(A)$
: $\Phi$ $M=N(A)$ (1) $N(\tilde{A})=\Phi(N(A))$
(2) $P(\tilde{A})=|\det\Phi’(\mathrm{o})|^{-2w/3}P(A)$
. $\Phi’$ $\Phi$ Jacobi .
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(3) . ,
$P(A)$ $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$
. E. Cartan, , Chern-Moser
. Moser [CM] .
Moser $M$ (2) -A
(3) $A_{2\overline{\mathit{2}}}^{l}=A_{2\overline{3}}^{l}=A_{3\overline{2}}^{l}=A_{3\overline{3}}^{l}=0$, $l\geq 0$ ,
$(Z_{1}, z_{2})$ ,
$H$ – . $(M,p)$ (Moser
) , $N(A)$ $(M,p)$ . –
$(M,p)$ – . , $A$
$N=$ { $A=(A_{p\overline{q}}^{l})_{p,q}\geq \mathit{2},i\geq 0:A$ (3) }
$N(A),$ $A\in N$, . Moser
$H$ $N$ . $H$ .
$H$ $2u>|z_{1}|^{2}$ $\Phi$ $(\Phi$
). $H$ –
:
(4) $\phi\lambda(Z1, Z2)=(\lambda Z_{1}, |\lambda|^{2}Z_{2})$ for $\lambda\in \mathrm{C}^{*}$ ,
(5) $\psi_{(\xi},r)(z1, z_{2})=\frac{(z_{1}-\overline{\xi}Z_{2},\mathcal{Z}\mathit{2})}{1+\xi_{Z_{1}}-\eta Z_{\mathit{2}}}$ for $(\xi, r)\in \mathrm{C}\cross \mathrm{R}$,
$\eta=-|\xi|^{2}/2+ir$ . $\{\phi_{\lambda} : \lambda\in \mathrm{C}^{*}\}$ $H_{0}=\{\psi_{(\xi,r)} : (\xi, r)\in \mathrm{C}\cross \mathrm{R}\}$ $H$
, $\mathrm{C}^{*}$ , . $\lambda\in \mathrm{C}^{*}$
$\phi_{\lambda}$ . , $N(A)$ $N(\tilde{A})=\phi_{\lambda(}N(A))$
$\overline{A}_{p\overline{q}p\overline{q}}^{\iota}=\lambda 1-p-l\overline{\lambda}^{1-}q-lAl$
. $\mathrm{C}^{*}\subset H$ $N$ . - , $\psi_{(\xi,r)}$




(6) $P(\overline{A})=|\lambda|^{-2w}P(A)$ for every $\lambda\in \mathrm{C}^{*}$
. (6) $P(.A)$ $P(A)$ $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ $P(A)$
$H_{\mathit{0}}$ . $H_{0}$
$w$ $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ $I_{w}^{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}}$ .
:
23
6 $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ $|A_{4\overline{4}}^{0}|^{2}$ 3 $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ $A_{4\overline{4}}^{\mathit{0}}$









$+{\rm Im}(2A_{2}^{1}A_{5}^{0_{\overline{3}}}- \frac{16}{3}A_{2\overline{5}}^{1}A0_{\overline{2}}1\mathit{0}\frac{13}{3}\overline{4}54\overline{3}31+5A_{3\overline{4}}A+A\overline{5}A0)4\overline{2}$ .
.
. 5 $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ [G1], [HKN] .
5 $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ (6) $A$
$A_{3\overline{5}}^{0\mathit{0}}A_{4\overline{\mathit{2}}},$ $A_{2\overline{4}}^{1}A_{4\overline{2}}\mathit{0},$ $A_{5\overline{3}}^{\mathit{0}\mathit{0}}A_{2\overline{4}},$ $A_{4\overline{\mathit{2}}}^{1}A_{2\overline{4}}^{0}$,
$|A_{2\overline{5}}^{\mathit{0}}|^{2},$ $|A_{3\overline{4}}^{\mathit{0}}|^{2},$ $A_{6\overline{6}}^{0},$ $A_{5\overline{5}}^{1},$ $A_{4\overline{4}}^{2}$ ,
, – $H_{\mathit{0}}$ . $H_{0}$ –
– , – $P_{1}(A),$ $P_{2}(A)$ ( ) .
6 $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ . $P_{3},$ $P_{4}$
. Moser Mathematica
, $H_{\mathit{0}}$ . ( )
$\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ ( 1993




[HKN], [H] $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ .
Fefferman [F2] ambient $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ .
.
$M=N(A)$ Monge-Amp\‘ere :
$J[r]$ $:==1$, where $r_{j\overline{k}}= \frac{\partial^{2}r}{\partial z_{j}\partial\overline{Z}_{k}}$ .
– , $J[r]=1+O^{3}(M)$ $r$ modulo
$O^{4}(M)$ $-$ Fefferman [F1] .
Fefferman $r^{\mathrm{F}}$ $\langle$ . Fefferman [F2] $r^{\mathrm{F}}$ $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$
. .
$z_{0}\in \mathrm{c}*$ $\mathrm{C}^{*}\mathrm{x}M$ $\mathrm{C}^{3}$ Lorentz-K\"ahler
$\text{ }g=g[r^{F}]$
$g_{j\overline{k}}= \frac{\partial^{2}(|_{Z_{\mathit{0}}}|^{2}r)\mathrm{F}}{\partial z_{j}\partial\overline{z}_{k}}$
( $g$ ambient ) . $g$ $R$ ,
$R^{(p,q)}=\overline{\nabla}^{q-}\mathit{2}\nabla^{p2}-R$ . $\nabla$ (resp. $\overline{\nabla}$) $(1, 0)$ (resp. $(0,1)$ )
. ,
$W=\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(R^{(,)}\mathrm{p}1q1\otimes\cdots\otimes R^{(_{\mathrm{P}q_{s})}}s,)$
. $W$ $w$ $2w=\Sigma_{j}^{s}=1(Pj+q_{j})-2s$ . $w$ $w$
– $w$ .
$r^{F}$ . [HKN]
. 5 $W$ $W(1,0,0)$ $A$
. $P_{W}(A)$ . $P_{W}(A)$ CR
Monge-Amp\‘ere . 5
$\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ ( , ,
$W$ $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ $P_{W}(A)$ – ):
contr $(R^{(}4,4))=576A_{4}^{0}\overline{4}$ ’
$||R^{(4,2})||^{2}=1792|A_{2}0|^{2}\overline{4}$ ,













$u=r_{\#^{+}\#}r \sum^{\infty}j=0\eta j$ . $(r^{3}\log r_{\#})j$
. I $M$ , $r_{\#}=|z_{\mathit{0}}|^{\mathit{2}}r$ , $\eta_{j}$ $M$
. Feffferman .
$\frac{\partial^{4}r}{\partial\rho^{4}}|_{\rho=0}=f(Z_{1}, \overline{Z}_{1}, v)$
– . $\rho$ $(z_{1}, \overline{z}_{1}, \rho, v)$
. $f(z_{1}, \overline{z}_{1}, v)$
$f(z_{1}, \overline{z}1, v)=\sum_{qp,,\mathrm{t}\geq \mathit{0}}o_{p\overline{q}^{Z_{11}}}l\mathrm{P}\overline{Z}vq\iota$
$r$ $W$ $(1, 0,0)$ $P_{W}$ $A=(A_{p\overline{q}}l)$
$C=(C_{p\overline{q}}^{l})$ $P_{W}(A, C)$ . 5
$A$ $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ . 6 $P_{W}$ $C$
.
$||R^{()}6,2||^{\mathit{2}}- \frac{5}{2}||R^{(4,4)}||\mathit{2}+1080_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(R^{(2}’ \mathit{2})\otimes R^{(6,6)})=1382400$$P_{3}(A_{-})$
$||R^{(6,2)}||^{2}-2||R^{(5,3)}||2+720_{\mathrm{C}\mathrm{O}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}(R(\mathit{2},2)\otimes R^{(6,6)})=2073600$ $P_{4}(A)$ ,
. contr $(R^{(4}4,))2=576^{2}(A_{4\overline{4}}^{\mathit{0}})^{2}$ , $P_{W}$ $C$
6 $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ . Pw $C$
$C$-independent . [H] 6
– .
. $C$-independent $W$ $P_{W}(A)$ $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ .










1. $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{R}$ $P(A)$ $R^{(p,q)},$ $p,$ $q\geq 2$ , $H$- $P(R)$
. $R^{(p,q)}$ $H$ $H\subset SU(1, n)$
.
2. $H$- $P(R)$ . $H$
. [BEG] .
$A$ $H$ $R^{(p,q)}$ $H$
. $N$ $R^{(p,q)},$ $p,$ $q\geq 2$ ,
. 2 .
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